
How to create online Learning Agreement (LA or LAS) in the USOSweb 

EWP LA – track and steps in the USOSweb 

1. Log into the USOSweb 

2. Find the EWP LA tag in the Student section/Mobilities 

3. Enter the planned period of your activity (planned start and end date of the mobility) 

4. Select or Add a new person from the host university who is responsible for approving the online LA 

(either academic coordinator or IRO staff, depending in the regulation of each HEI).  

 
 

                                                                  

https://usosweb.uni.lodz.pl/kontroler.php?_action=actionx:news/default()


 

5. If the ECTS Coordinator creates (opens) EWL LA in USOSweb, the student may view/edit a new 

version of EWP LA                 y c  ck           “view/edit”  y      k. 

 
6. In tab. A, enter the components/courses you would like to attend abroad. Fill in all fields if you find 

those data in the course catalogue of the host university. The system does not allow you to save the 

component if the required field is empty. Save each component in Tab A by clicking the disc icon.  

 

7. Enter the components/courses from the sending institution (UL) in Tab. B which are in the course 

catalogue of your curriculum (select them/find them by start writing the name of the course). If the 

course is not available in the USOSweb yet (it happens with e.g. elective courses) please choose the 

C                           “C                              I          ”                 y        

instead of choosing it from the course catalogue. Please save each courses/components in tab. B.  

I            “        c   c        ” y          choose the option “Yes” with every course which will 

be recognised by the home Faculty. If the course such as the BA/MA seminar is not recognised by the 

home Faculty, please choose the answer “No” in this field and write a comment, for example: the 

course will have to be taken at the home university.   

 

8. The tab. C with virtual component is not obligatory to fill in because the UL students are selected 

for the physical semester mobility without virtual component. Your mobility is not the blended 

mobility but physical in the academic year 2022/23. 

9. Finally click the button “     v ” at the bottom of this page which is an equivalent of your 

signature and consent for chosen courses in all tables.   

 

 
10. The USOSweb sends an automatic email to the ECTS Coordinator to approve the LA. The ECTS 

Coordinator may approve it, edit it or delete it. If the Coordinator edits it or deletes it, the student 

will have to approve the updated the LA in the USOSweb or create a new version of the ECTS 

Coordinator if the first version of the LA was deleted by the ECTS Coordinator. 

 



 

11. If the ECTS Coordinators approves the first version of the LA, the UL student will see that his/her 

version LA is approved by the him/her and by the Coordinator with the dates. Now the status of 

approved by the student and the Coordinator is “Waiting for information from the partner 

institution”, as below. 

The IT system of the host university will download the LA version from the EWP registry.  

 

 

12. If the host/receiving institution approves the LA version, the LA will have the status approved (as 

below). 



 
13. If the student would like to change the first approved version of the LA, the student should toggle 

on “         v       ”     c  ck      utton “Create a new version”. 

14. If the student sees that the LA has the status cancelled (the version will be crossed out – like 

below) or the student does not see the first version of the LA approved by him/her and the ECTS 

Coordinator from the UL, the student should toggle on “ how all versions” and create a new one.  

 

15. Notification from the USOSweb 
 

The USOSweb will send a nofication (from noreply@usosweb.uni.lodz.pl) to the e-mail account of 
the student or the ECTS Coordinator when there is a change of LA version:  
- when Coordinator creates LA, creates a new version of EWP LA, deletes the LA, approves, forwards 
to the student for editing, or edits the LA version on their own, or cancels the LA version approved by 
the receiving institution. 

The student and the ECTS Coordinator will get a nofication when the coordinator from the 
receiving institution approves or deletes the LA version. 

 
 
 

mailto:noreply@usosweb.uni.lodz.pl


 

15. The student will have to create a new version or delete some courses/components and add the 

new ones (see the above screenshot).  

 

If you have any questions concerning the above-described instruction, please contact Ms Gabriela 

Szkup (gabriela.szkup@uni.lodz.pl)          IR   Ł. 

 

mailto:gabriela.szkup@uni.lodz.pl


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The LA version for the semester mobility for editing. 


